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crossnational comparison of youth justice - cross-national comparison of youth justice 2 contents
acknowledgements 4 executive summary 5 1 introduction 12 comparative analysis and youth justice 12 youth
justice - researchgate - rethinking youth justice (1): comparative analysis at the most rudimentary level, it is
possible to discern two quite different assumptions that commonly prevail (in the uk at least) with regard ... a
side of justice rarely seen: professional perspectives ... - comparative research of youth justice and
legal systems, with a primary focus on canada and russia. he is affiliated with wilfrid laurier university,
brantford, canada. juvenile justice systems: a comparative ... - oijj - on the development of youth justice
systems in the 12 countries comprising the comparative penology study. they are the welfare model, the
justice model, the minimum intervention model, the restorative justice model and the neo-correctionalist
model. like all ideal types, this typology also comes with a ‘health warning’, which reads that they are simply
devices that set out to ‘capture ... alternatives to custody for young offenders and the ... - this chapter
evaluates youth justice policies and practice in europe from a comparative perspective. 8 the focus is on
tendencies in youth justice legislation and on the sentencing practice of prosecutors and judges in youth
courts. the relationship between risk, criminogenic need, and ... - ii the relationship between risk,
criminogenic need, and recidivism for indigenous justice-involved youth: a comparative, mixed-methods
investigation a comparative analysis of juvenile justice system in the ... - due to these facts, it becomes
necessary to take a comparative analysis of the juvenile justice system in southern and northern nigeria. the
increasing interest of the youth in delinquent activities has prompted the development of numerous theories,
and the continuous, yet rigorous, study of youth behaviour. but only recently has the concept of juvenile
delinquency become an issue in the way ... criminal liability of minors and severity of penalties ... laura janes the howard league for penal reform (england and wales), 2008 criminal liability of minors and
severity of penalties: european trends and developments preliminary issues in comparative youth justice
comparative research, especially in the field of youth justice, is fraught with difficulties. the very definition of a
child, the classification of crime or penal custody for children ... annotated bibliography on comparative
and ... - justice.gc - this report may be reproduced, in part or in whole, and by any means, without charge or
further permission from the department of justice canada, provided that due diligence is exercised in nao
briefing: comparing international criminal justice ... - for the ministry or others to do additional
comparative work. 2 the briefing focuses on two main types of information. first, there are quantitative
analyses of published criminal justice statistics, including data about crime, the courts and prison systems in a
number of countries. secondly, there are reviews of a small selection of recent academic literature on criminal
justice subjects ... youth justice in canada - matskut - the history of youth justice in canada is the story of
two parallel, but separate, youth justice systems: the political youth justice system (the system as it is seen
and discussed in the political realm) and the what is a juvenile? a cross-national comparison of youth ...
- 2 youth justice 00(0) age or presumed maturity are significant to comparative studies of youth justice
systems worldwide (wynterdyk, 2015). two central concepts lend themselves to a cross-national investigation
of youth justice comparative criminal justice policy - university of london - comparative criminal justice
policy section c: aspects of comparative criminal policy r. jago j. fionda . this study guide was prepared for the
university of london by: robert jago, mphil (cantab), lecturer in law, department of law, university of surrey and
dr julia fionda, senior lecturer in law, university of southampton. this is one of a series of study guides
published by the university ... punishment, youth justice and cultural contingency ... - 3" "
positionedalongsidethese"accountsofglobalconvergence(dubbed"‘nomothetic’by"muncie,2011)"
havebeen"thoseemphasisingdivergenceordifferencesbetween ... international criminal justice review researchgate - a comparative study of youth gangs in china and theunitedstates:definition, offending, and
victimization vincent j. webb1, ling ren1, jihong ‘‘solomon’’ zhao1, youth justice residential programs and
peer on peer violence - provide a comparative analysis between the findings of the office of the child and
family service advocacy vis-à-vis banyan’s programs; and 5. enable banyan’s youth justice residential
programs to develop a plan to mitigate peer on peer violence within our programs. there were 45 youth from
all three facilities (n=21, n=16, n=8) that participated in the online questionnaire, while 29 ... learning from
elsewhere? some comparative reflections on ... - learning from elsewhere? some comparative reflections
on youth justice and the penal responsibility of children professor stewart field school of law and politics an
alternative to prosecution: a comparative study between ... - alternative to prosecution: a comparative
study between restorative service provision in queensland and hong kong”, therefore, indicates our eagerness
for contributing to the reformation tide of criminal justice. punishing children - the howard league punishing children: a survey of criminal responsibility and approaches across europe 2. preliminary issues in
comparative youth justice it is difficult to compare youth justice systems. “too bad, so sad”: observations
on key outstanding policy ... - comparative youth justice, global criminology, and british colonial legal
history. ** raymond corrado is a professor in the school of criminology at simon fraser university where he
teaches courses and is involved in research on youth violence, comparative youth justice,
intervention/treatment for serious and violent youth, and ... towards a mixed economy of youth justice -
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miscweb server - offending in britain 1 and comparative history of european youth justice strategies. 2 within
this, i examined the evolution of aspects of child rights from the 19 th century onwards. i then moved youth
justice dissertation - probation - youth justice in jersey has been developed, how it manages the principles
of welfare and justice and to what extent if at all, legislation has been affected or influenced by youth justice
policies elsewhere. by taking a comparative approach this piece will explore the positive and negative aspects
of youth justice processes in jersey when held up against the backdrop of other jurisdictions ... juvenile c
responsibility and punishment in japan juvenile ... - juvenile criminal responsibility and punishment in
japan katsunori kai 1. introduction on 18-19th april 2009, the first workshop on contemporay aspects of youth
criminality was held running parallel with the a statistical and comparative review of court operations
... - (within both the nunavut court of justice and the nunavut justice of the peace court). these statistics only
capture charges laid under the criminal code of canada , rsc 1985, c c-46 [criminal code], youth criminal justice
act , sc 2002, c 1 , and the youth crime and justice - sage publications - youth crime and youth justice
remain, as always, near the top of the political agenda as they have since the early 1990s following the rise of
‘populist punitiveness’ (bottoms, 1995). learning lessons from belgium and northern ireland - learning
lessons from belgium and northern ireland 7 centre for criminological research, university of sheffield
occasional paper 7 forces and suggestions to partners from the fieldwork, and the final report. comparative
justice reform: what are the lessons for ... - comparative justice reform: what are the lessons for british
columbia? by michelle funk b.a., university of manitoba, 2009 research project submitted in partial fulfillment
of the university of manitoba department of sociology sociology ... - comparative research on the
different approaches to dealing with youth crime that exist in countries outside of north america. this
comparative-historical approach is aimed at generating new policy ideas and recommendations needed to
bring about progressive changes in the way youth justice issues are dealt with in canada. course requirements
and evaluation: the course will consist of lectures ... youth criminal justice in canada infographic
accessible ... - restorative justice programs that help prevent youth recidivism. below that is a section titled
“cost savings” with a box underneath that says in red “restorative justice is more than six times more costeffective than traditional criminal out of trouble - prison reform trust - in recent years there has been an
expansion in comparative youth justice analysis examining the differences and similarities across countries in
their approach to youth crime. a number of juvenile justice systems, 2nd edition - cspi - these and similar
facts speak to the urgency for society to study youth crime and examine youth justice systems from a
comparative perspective. as our world gets smaller, we discover the urgency and requirements for
communication in the courtroom: a ... - requirements for communication in the courtroom: a comparative
perspective on the youth court in england/wales and the netherlands ido weijers correspondence: professor ido
weijers, willem pompe institute of criminal justice, law and justice - cwu - professor cano has taught courses
in youth justice and research methods for the social sciences at the university of sheffield in the united
kingdom and research methods at central washington university. dr. cano’s research interests include youth
justice, culture, gender, and comparative research with a focus on intersectionality. her dissertation focused on
exploring the impact of ethnic ... juvenile justice and child protection systems in europe ... - ernst
moritz arndt university of greifswald – department of criminology frieder dünkel juvenile justice and child
protection systems in europe – how to promote the evidence restorative justice - iirp graduate school the smith institute by lawrence w sherman and heather strang jerry lee program of randomized trials in
restorative justice in collaboration with european comparative analysis and knowledge transfer of ... european comparative analysis and knowledge transfer of mental health resources for young offenders ...
young offenders exhibit higher rates of mental health problems than non-offending youth in the general
community. the nations concerned universally recognise that these young people require a response from the
criminal justice system that is not simply punitive but which also strives to ... multijurisdictional teen court
evaluation: a comparative ... - multijurisdictional teen court evaluation: a comparative evaluation of three
teen court models administrative office of the courts, court operations protecting the rights of children in
a comparative study ... - collection protecting the rights of children in conflict with the law: a comparative
study of the administration and practice of juvenile justice in south africa and sierra master of arts criminal
justice (cj) - uwinnipeg - adolescents involved with the youth justice system, the interface of corollary
systems of child welfare and mental health, the administration of youth justice systems and a comparative
analysis of the policy choices made in developing frameworks for responding to youth justice. restrictions: ... a
statistical and comparative review of court operations ... - 46 [criminal code], youth criminal justice act,
sc 2002, c 1, and the controlled drugs and substances act, sc 1996, c 19. they do not capture all matters dealt
with by the states of transition: 13 convergence and diversity in ... - states of transition: convergence
and diversity in international youth justice introduction it is no longer necessary to make the case for a
comparative approach to under- master of arts in criminal justice - university of winnipeg - cj 7105(3
credit hours) youth & criminal justice system cj 7116(3 credit hours) program & policy evaluation cj 7117(3
credit hours) seminar in research design* cj 7130(3 credit hours) constitutional issues in criminal law* cj
7140(3 credit hours) seminar in criminal justice policy* cj 7300(3 credit hours) seminar in critical criminal
justice theory cj 7800(6 credit hours) cj research field ... “juvenile justice systems in europe – current
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situation ... - although some comparative approaches in the field of juvenile justice can be seen in recent
juvenile justice literature (see albrecht and kilchling, 2002; cavadino and dignan, 2006), there is a lack of indepth comparative
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